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HIGH COURT FORM NO. (J) 2

HEADING OF JUDGMENT IN ORIGINAL SUIT/CASE 

IN THE COURT OF THE ADDL. DISTRICT JUDGE -2(FTC), TINSUKIA

District : Tinsukia

Present : Md. Abdul Hakim,

Addl. District Judge-2(FTC),

Tinsukia.

 

 Title Suit (M) Case No. 121 of 2018

  On  Friday, the 29th  day of  2019

      Sri Sanjeeb  Mazumdar, 33 years,

                          S/o. Sri  Promod  Mazumdar,      

                          R/o. Chamber   Road,  Tinsukia,                           

      P.O, P.S & District - Tinsukia (Assam)

             .........................Petitioner

                 
 -Versus-

       Smt.  Puja  Singh, 23 years,

       D/o.  Sri  Arun  Kumar  Singh,                           

                           R/o.  C/o.  Partha  Sarathi  Sen,

                        Daily  Bazar,  Ram  Nagar,  Station  Road,                    

                           Duliajan, P.O., P.S  Duliajan, & Dist:  Dibrugarh,  Assam.

         ........................Respondent

 This  suit  coming   on  for  final  hearing  on  25.11.19 in   the

presence of :  

  For the Petitioner    :    Sri  R.  Agarwal, Advocate

  For the Respondent   :  Sri S. Sur, Advocate.

         And  having  stood  for  consideration  to  this  day  the  Court

delivered the following Judgment.
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   J  U  D  G  M  E  N  T

 

1.          This   is  a  suit for divorce  filed  U/s.  25(1)  of the Special

Marriage  Act,  1954  by  the  petitioner  namely,    Sri   Sanjeeb

Mazumdar, S/o. Sri  Promod  Mazumdar,  a resident of   Chamber

Road, Tinsukia,  Assam, for decree of divorce by dissolving his

marriage  solemnized  with  the  respondent,  namely,  Sri   Puja

Singh on 19.09.2014 as   decree  of  nullity under section  25(1)

of  the  Special Marriage  Act, 1954.

2.           It  is  pertinent to mention here that the notice was issued

to  the  respondent/opposite  party.   Initially   the   respondent

appeared  through  her ld. counsel  but later   the  respondent

has  failed  to  turn  up for  filing  her written statement/objection

against   the   case   of   the  petitioner. Hence,  in  view of  the

absence the case is proceeded ex-parte against her. 

3.         Upon  hearing  the Ld. Counsel for  the  petitioner I have

gone through the petition of the petitioner and the affidavit-in-

evidence.

4.           In the petition the petitioner has stated that the marriage

between  the   petitioner  i.e.  Sri   Sanjeeb   Mazumdar   and

respondent  i.e. Smt. Puja  Singh was solemnized  on 19.09.2014

before  the  Marriage  officer,  Tinsukia,  Assam  under   Special

Marriage  Act' 1954, and  the  marriage  between  the  Petitioner

and  the  Respondent  was  the  consequences  of  love  and

affection of  both  of  them  had for  each  other.  The  marriage

between  the petitioner  and  the   respondent  was  executed

under Special  Marriage  Act' 1954,  with  intent  to  keep  a

record  of  the  love  and  affection  and  also  to fulfill  the

promises  they  made  to  each  other.  The  Petitioner  and  the

respondent  wants  to  keep  the  marriage  of  their   within

themselves  and  so  after  marriage  on 19.09.2014  they  were

living  separately  at  their  own  houses  until  appropriate  time
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come  for  convey  of  their  marriage  to  their  parents   and

that  shall  be  amicably  decided  by  the  Petitioner  and  the

Respondent. In  this  way  the Petitioner  and  the  Respondent

lived  at  their  parental  house  and  having  communication

over  the  phone  only.  That  the Petitioner  and  the  Respondent

both  after  their  marriage  were  living  their  independent  life

as  earlier  in  their  respective  parents’  house  and  everything

was  normal  between  them  and  they  were  in  regular  touch

with  each  other.  That  after   the  elapse  of  one  year,  the

Petitioner  in   the  month  of  December,   2015  asked  the

Respondent  to  reveal  the  truth  of  their  marital  status  to

their  respective families  and  also  to  convince  them  over

their  marriage,  so  that  they  can  lead   a  normal  married

life.  However,  the  Respondent  was  not  ready  to  convey  the

marriage  of  her  with  the  Petitioner  to  her  parents  and

family members  and  sought  time  from  the Petitioner for  so

doing.  And  in  this  way  the  Respondent  elapsed  four  months

i.e.  till April,  2017  by  buying  time  on  this  and  that pretext.

And  finally  in  the  month  of  May,  2017  the  Respondent  said

that  she  cannot  convey  her  marriage  to her parents  and

also  said  that  it   is  also  not  possible  on  her  part  to

convince  her  parents  for   their  marriage  and  made  an

excuse  that  caste  system  shall  not  permit  them  to  do  so

and  so  being  the  reason  the  Respondent  started  avoiding

phone  calls  of  the  petitioner  and  also  does  not  replied  to

the  phone  calls  of  the  Petitioner.  

5.           That the  petitioner  however  revealed  the  truth  of  his

marriage  with  the  respondent  to  his  parents  and  family

members  and  also  convinced  them. The  parents  of   the

petitioner  were  ready  to  accept  the  respondent  in  their

house  with  a  condition  that  a  social  marriage  and  function

need  to  be  arranged  so  as  to  inform  the  society  at  large.

That after  the  acceptance  of  the  parents  of  the petitioner,

the  petitioner  was  very  happy  and  relieved   and  he  was

filled  with  joy  and  as  such  decided  to  convey  this  good
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news   to  the   respondent   and   does   the   same.  But   the

respondent  after  hearing  the  news  of  acceptance  of  their

marriage  by  the parents  of  the petitioner showed  a  very

indifferent  attitude  and  it  seems  that  the  respondent was

not  at  all happy  with  the  news  of  acceptance  of  their

marriage. On  the  contrary  the  respondent  clearly  stated  the

petitioner  that  it  was not  possible  on her  part  to  convey

and  convince  her  parents   over  their  marriage  and  that  she

cannot  go  against  her  parents  and  family  members  and

that  she  did  not  want  to proceed  further  in  this relationship

and  also  asked  the  petitioner  to  stop  all  this  acts  and  told

the  petitioner  to  forget  her. That  the petitioner  loved  the

respondent  and  their  marriage  was  the  proof  of  the  same,

so  he  tried  all  possible  way  to  bring  the  respondent  to his

home  and  society  in  order  to  lead  a  happy  conjugal  life,

but  the  respondent  never  had  the intent  to  live  with  the

petitioner  and  so  she  is  not  ready  to  accept  the  marriage

and  cutoff   all  the  possible  way  of  communication  with  the

petitioner. That  the  petitioner  for  all  this  reason  wants  to

free  himself  from  the  marriage  which  has  no  future  and

also  does  not  wants  to  keep  the  proof  of  the  marriage  so

entered  between  him  and  the  respondent  by  virtue  of  the

marriage  certificate,  as  there  is  no  point  to keep  a  marriage

in  paper,  since  the  respondent  does  not  wants  to  continue

the  relationship  and  at  same  time   she  did  not  give   and

understood  the  value  and  acceptance  of   the  marriage

entered  between  them.

6.      That,   from   the   registration   of   the  marriage   i.e.

19.09.2014,  the  respondent  is  residing  and  living  at her

parental  house   firstly  by  mutual  consent  and  thereafter  on

the  willful  avoidance  on  the  part  of  the  respondent  and  so

the petitioner   and the  respondent  never  lived  together  as

husband  and  wife  from  the  date  of  registration  of  marriage

and  for  the  same  the  marriage  between  the  petitioner    and

the   respondent   never   consummated  till   date.  That   the
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marriage  between  the  petitioner  and  the  respondent  could

not  be  consummated  due  to  the  willful  refusal   of  the

respondent  to  consume  the  marriage  with  the petitioner.

That,   as  such,  the  petitioner  is  compelled  to  file  this

petition  for  a  Decree  of  Nullity  of  Marriage  solemnized  on

19.09.2014  between  the  petitioner  and  the  respondent. That,

there   is   no   collusion   between  the   petitioner   and   the

respondent  is  filing  of  this  instant  suit. That,  the  cause  of

action  for  this  instant  suit  arose   on  19.09.2014  when  the

marriage  between  the  petitioner  and  the  respondent  was

registered  under  the  Special  Marriage  Act,  1954;  18.09.2015

when  the  marriage  was  not  consummated  between  the

petitioner  and  the  respondent  within  a  period  of  one  year

from  the  date of  registration  of  marriage  and  on  each

subsequent  dates  till  the  filing  of  this  instant  petition. 

 
7.          As such, he prays for dissolution  of  marriage and a decree

of  divorce  of   marriage  with   the Respondent  as  per   the

provision of  section   25(1)  of  the  Special Marriage  Act, 1954.

      
8.          In  view  of  the petition  of  the  petitioner the  issues are

to  be  decided  as follows : -  

1. Whether the Petitioner  and  Respondent  had

entered into  wedlock  or  not?

2. Whether  the marriage becomes  null  and  void

due  to  the non -consumption  of  the  marriage

between  the  petitioner and  Respondent?

3. Whether a decree can be passed declaring the

marriage  between  the  petitioner  and

Respondent   null  and  void  due   to  non-

consumption  of  marriage?

4. What relief or reliefs, the parties  are  entitled to

under the Law and fact? 

9.   The  petitioner   has adduced  his evidence in  support of

his  case.  
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10.  I  have  heard  argument  from  the  Ld.  Counsel  for  the

petitioner to decide the suit.

Discussion, Decision  &  Reasons  thereof

11.   PW.1, Sri Sanjeeb  Mazumdar is the  Petitioner  and it is

evident that  he has testified in a similar and identical manner as

that of the contents of his petition, which is narrated  above, as

such, his evidence on affidavit is not repeated here for sake of

brevity. 

12.   For  the  convenience  I  am  discussing  the  issues  as

follows :

ISSUE  NO. 1

13.   With  regard  to the  issue  no. 1 i.e.  i)  Whether the

Petitioner  and  Respondent  had  entered into  wedlock  or  not?

I have gone through the deposition of the petitioner and found

that the petitioner has stated that the  marriage  between the

petitioner, Sri  Sanjeeb  Mazumdar  and  respondent  Smt. Puja

Singh was solemnized  on 19.09.2014  before  the  Marriage

officer,  Tinsukia,  Assam  under   Special  Marriage  Act' 1954,

and   the   marriage   between   the   Petitioner   and   the

Respondent  was  the  consequences  of  love  and  affection

both  of  them  had for  each  other.  The  marriage  between  the

petitioner  and  the   respondent  was  executed  under Special

Marriage  Act' 1954,  with  intent  to  keep  a  record  of  the  love

and  affection  and  also  to fulfill  the  promises  they  made  to

each  other.

14.   In  view of the statement of  the petitioner and as the

respondent has not contested the case or rebutted the evidence

of  the  petitioner  and  taking  into  account  of  the  marriage

certificate filed by the petitioner which is marked as Ext. 1, I am

of  the  considered  view  that  the  petitioner  has  succeeded  to
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prove that  the Petitioner  and  Respondent  had  entered into

wedlock.  Hence  the  issue  no.  1  is  decided  in  favour  of  the

petitioner.  

ISSUE NO. 2

15.   With  regard  to  the Issue  no. 2 i.e. (ii)  whether  the

marriage becomes  null  and  void  due  to  the non-consumption

of  the  marriage  between  the  petitioner and  Respondent?  I

have gone through the material evidence on record. I have found

that  the  petitioner has deposed that The  Petitioner  and  the

respondent  wants  to  keep  the  marriage  of  their   within

themselves  and  so  after  marriage  on 19.09.2014  they  were

living  separately  at  their  own  houses  until  appropriate  time

come  for  convey  of  their  marriage  to  their  parents   and

that  shall  be  amicably  decided  by  the  Petitioner  and  the

Respondent. That,  from  the  registration  of  the marriage  i.e.

19.09.2014,  the  respondent  is  residing  and  living  at her

parental  house   firstly  by  mutual  consent  and  thereafter  on

the  willful  avoidance  on  the  part  of  the  respondent  and  so

the petitioner   and the  respondent  never  lived  together  as

husband  and  wife  from  the  date  of  registration  of  marriage

and  for  the  same  the  marriage  between  the  petitioner    and

the   respondent   never   consummated  till   date.  That   the

marriage  between  the  petitioner  and  the  respondent  could

not  be  consummated  due  to  the  willful  refusal   of  the

respondent  to  consume  the  marriage  with  the petitioner.

That,   as  such,  the  petitioner  is  compelled  to  file  this

petition  for  a  Decree  of  Nullity  of  Marriage  solemnized  on

19.09.2014  between  the  petitioner  and  the  respondent.

16.    With regard to the allegation and claim of the petitioner,

the respondent has neither contested the case nor rebutted. In

view of this fact the allegation and the claim of the petitioner

becomes believable and reliable. It is proved that the marriage

between  the  petitioner  and  the  respondent  has  never  been
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consummated thus the marriage  between them becomes null

and void. Thus the issue no. 2 is decided accordingly.  

ISSUE  NO. 3

17.   With regard to the Issue  No. 3 i.e. Whether a decree can

be passed declaring the marriage between the petitioner  and

Respondent   null  and  void  due   to  non-consumption   of

marriage? Ld. Counsel for the petitioner has submitted that the

marriage  between  the  petitioner  and respondent has  not

consummated owing  to  the  willful refusal  of  the  respondent.

Hence a decree can be passed declaring the marriage between

the  petitioner  and   Respondent   null  and  void  due   to  non-

consumption  of  marriage as per S.  Section 25 in The Special

Marriage Act, 1954. 

18.   Upon hearing the Ld. Counsel for the petitioner I have

gone through the evidence on record. The petitioner has stated

that  marriage  between  the  petitioner  and  respondent  was

never   consummated   till   date,   after   the   execution   of

Marriage  certificate,  nor  did  they  live  as  husband  and  wife

ever. The respondent has not appeared to deny the above claim

of the petitioner.  Hence the above statement of the petitioner

becomes believable and authentic. 

19.    Hence considering all facts and circumstances I am of

the considered view that a decree can  be passed declaring the

marriage between the petitioner and  Respondent  null and void

due  to non-consumption  of  marriage as per S.  Section 25 in

The Special Marriage Act, 1954.  Accordingly the issue no. 3 is

decided.

ISSUE  NO. 4

20.    With  regard to  Issue   No.4 i.e. what relief or reliefs, the

parties  are  entitled to under the Law and fact? I have  found

that the petitioner has prayed for  dissolution  of  court marriage
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solemnized on  19.09.2014  between the  Petitioner,  and  the

Respondent  as   per   the  provision  of   section  25 of   the

Special Marriage  Act, 1954.

21.   As the respondent has not contested the case she is

not  entitled for any relief  or  reliefs.  But  as the petitioner has

succeeded  to  prove  that  the  marriage  dated  19.09.2014

solemnized  between  the  parties  is  not  yet  consummated  the

marriage between the parties becomes voidable marriage as per

under  section  25 (i) of  the  Special  Marriage  Act, 1954. As the

marriage becomes voidable marriage, it should be annulled by a

decree of nullity. Hence the petitioner is entitled for a decree of

nullity  of  the marriage dated  19.09.2014 solemnized between

the  parties  as  per  section  25  (i)  of  the  Special  Marriage  Act,

1954. Except the decree of nullity I am of the considered opinion

that the petitioner is not entitled any other relief and reliefs.

O R D E R

22.     In   view   of   the  above   discussion  and  considering

all   facts  and   circumstances   the  marriage  between  the

petitioner  and  the  respondent  solemnized  on  the  date

19.09.2014 before the Registrar, Tinsukia is hereby annulled by a

decree of nullity as per section  25 (i) of  the  Special  Marriage

Act, 1954.

23.    The suit is disposed of uncontested without cost.

 
24.     Prepare the decree accordingly.
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25.    Given under my hand and seal of this Court on this the

29th   day of November, 2019.   

Dictated and corrected by me.

      ( A. Hakim )              ( A.  Hakim)
        Addl. District Judge-2          Addl. District Judge-2    
                   Tinsukia.                 Tinsukia
                                      

Transcribed  by:

        P.D Phukan(Steno)

 


